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Get your party season all sewn up
Go chic and crafty this
Christmas – transform an old
dress into the perfect party
piece, writes Amy Dawson

rom the office party to
that umpteenth mulled
wine and mince pie mingle,
the festive period offers
endless occasions to glam
up. But it’s also a time of year
when, after all the partying and
Christmas shopping, many of us
don’t have much cash left over for
a new dress.
The pressure we feel to show
off something new at every
event can lead to us buying
lots of cheap festive fashion
we never wear again –
something that isn’t good for
the environment, perpetuates
the poor treatment of textile
workers in developing
countries and is inevitably
going to leave us feeling
even more out of pocket
come January.
Never fear – by learning a few
simple skills, and looking at the old
items in our wardrobe differently,
there are plenty of ways we can
turn a crummy old dress into a
Christmas cracker. And the best
thing is absolutely no one will turn
up in the same outfit as you.
Unfortunately, although I have
plenty of boring old clothes ripe for
reworking, something I possess to
absolutely no degree whatsoever is
the ability to sew. My sole term of
textile lessons at school led only to
a misshapen tie-dye cushion even
my own mother couldn’t pretend
to admire.
Luckily, help is at hand in the
form of ethical fashionista Zoe
Robinson, founder of The Good
Wardrobe, an online hub helping
style-lovers extend the life of the
clothes they already own in a way
that keeps them fresh and on trend.
I don’t own as much as a needle
and thread but we are taken in for
the afternoon by the kind people
who run The Old School House in
Battersea, south London, a new
creative crafts hub. And there are
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How amy did it

Re-dressed: Zoe
Robinson took
inspiration from
an Erdem frock
(above left)
when reworking
Amy’s (above)
plenty of sewing cafés and
other such places in London
and around the country, so
you can come in and remake
your wardrobe (and share
inspiration) over a coffee.
Taking a bang-on-trend
monochrome dress, which
has itself been ethically and
sustainably produced by fashion
house Erdem, as our loose
inspiration, Zoe and I set about
transforming a plain high-street
dress of mine for a tiny fraction of
the Erdem frock’s £4,750 price tag.
In the end I decided the girly
ribbon and bow weren’t really
my style but all the changes we
made are easily reversible with a
bit of stitch unpicking – so if you
want to do something similar, you
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Step 1 Using a ream of old wedding lace, we
cut around the individual designs, making sure
not to cut over the outer rim of each pattern.
Step 2 We spend a while deciding how and
where to place our pattern before going for a
lace collar-style look, which we pin in place.
Step 3 Using white thread, I hand stitch around
the edges of each piece of lace. This seems
daunting but is actually very quick.
Step 4 We tie a bow using white ribbon and
tack it into place We then stitch a length of the
same ribbon around the waist of the dress,
before stitching the bow in place. Et voilà! Time
to party.

can revert to your old dress
whenever you like or, of course,
customise it again into something
completely different.

Find out more about Zoe and
The Good Wardrobe at
www.thegoodwardrobe.com.
Experts and beginners alike are
welcome at Sew It Forward meets
Who Made Your Clothes, tonight at
The Railway, London SW17. www.
sew-it-forward-dec.eventbrite.com
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ZOE’S TOP TIPS FOR A DAZZLING DIY CHRISTMAS
Ever tried couching? Sounds
naughty, I know, but it’s actually
a great technique for
embellishing fabric. Just arrange
a length of yarn, ribbon or cord
in a pattern on to your garment
of choice and stitch over it to
hold it in place. If you like the
simple, monochrome DIY look
above but lace isn’t your thing,
then try a white ribbon on a
black dress. However, for a
really festive look, find some

sparkly ribbon or cord and get
creative with layout. Jacket
lapels, pockets, dress hems and
jumper necks all work well and
there are excellent tutorials
online. You don’t need years of
practice to give it a go and, even
better, it’s easily reversible –
so if you aren’t keen on what
you’ve done, unless you are
sewing on to a very delicate
fabric, you can undo it without
too much trouble.
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